Time to Simplify Your Paid Leave Program?

With paid leave laws increasing in numbers and complexity, it's more critical than ever to have the right information and tools to effectively manage and maintain compliance of your paid leave program.

With GovDocs Paid Leave – a paid leave software solution designed for large, multi-jurisdiction employers – you have the laws and regulations specific to your locations so you can efficiently manage your paid leave program while reducing the risk of non-compliance.

Count on accurate laws specific to your locations

Your locations are assigned a jurisdiction based on the specific address, ensuring you have the right paid leave laws and regulations wherever your employees work.

Each location includes the underlying details of its paid leave law – or laws (when more than one applies). Find information on who's covered, definitions, accrual, notice requirements and more, all tailored for non-legal professionals.

Stay one step ahead with timely updates

Whether you review notifications in the application or receive an email update, you’re always informed of new and changing laws and regulations affecting your locations in real time. With this knowledge, you can plan for the impact on your paid leave policies accordingly.

Access complex data in an easy-to-use, efficient interface

Quickly locate the paid leave information you need on an interface designed for simple navigation. For a broad view, an interactive map features the applicable laws – and number of your locations – in each state. Paid leave summaries go deeper, giving an overview of the laws by type for quick comparison. Lastly, you can explore paid leave at the individual location level, including current laws and notifications of future updates.

Plus, all users across your company can access the same paid leave data, all in one place.

CONTACT US

To learn more about GovDocs Paid Leave, contact your GovDocs representative or send us an email at info@govdocs.com.